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Welcome to the History pages, which chart the events at the Festival since it began the day after Jimi Hendrix
died, in 1970.

To begin your wander down memory lane, click on the link below and then select a year from the list on the
right…

https://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk/history/
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The Club is pleased to announce we have a new Sponsor. Churchill Retirement Living have agreed a two
year main sponsor package running to mid 2024; their advertising boards are going up either side of the
main indoor scoreboard. Information about Churchill Retirement will be available in the reception area and
on notice boards. Their latest development in Taunton is called Riverain Lodge which is sited on the river
Tone in Tangier Way, a wonderful location close to all essential town amenities and just a short journey to
the bowls club!

On Tuesday 9th August members are invited to an open afternoon from 2.30pm with Prosecco and
strawberries to entice you further. In the meantime there is plenty of information available on their website
https://www.churchillretirement.co.uk/retirement-apartments-for-sale/somerset/riverain-lodge/
or give them a call on 01823 475788.
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Floodlit League

Sheets are up on the board for all interested outdoor bowlers to put their
names down if they wish to play in this seasons Floodlit League which will
start in August after the WSL finishes.
Many thanks
Mike Kennedy Competitions Committee

Winter Leagues

You are reminded that entry forms for the winter season should be
submitted by 15th July. If you’re not in a team please add your name to the
form on the notice board where all the winter leagues are listed or form a
team of your own.

The League Committee
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Prize vouchers that weren’t claimed on Presentation Night can be collected
from Reception.

Bob Standing

Summer 2022 Competitions

The competitions are now well underway with all at quarter final stage and
one at Semi-final.

We have been checking the cards and updating the bowlr system with
scores where players have been unable to do so for some reason. It is
important you use the blue cards provided and leave the completed cards
in the holder on the board as this allows us to check and verify the results
and enter any missing. Keeping on top of this ensures future matches are
not delayed. Please make every effort to update the scores yourselves as
this keeps things running smoothly.

All substitutes have now been added and new result sheets pinned to the
board so you can clearly see the progress and any matches you have to
arrange.

The quarter finals are due to be played by 17th July 2022 and remember
you should contact your opponent at least 14 days before with a choice of
dates to allow time to arrange ahead of the play by date. It will creep
around sooner than you think so if you have a match to arrange take this
as a gentle reminder.

Well done to all those who have successfully got through the first round
and good luck in the next.

Competitions Committee
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National Championships

Run by Bowls England and Somerset Bowls Association.

These championships for individual bowlers have a county semifinals day
at Portishead on 16th July and a finals day on 24th July at Purnells.

The winners then represent Somerset at the National Finals at Leamington
from 25th August – 18th September.

These finals follow the Commonwealth Games Bowls Tournament to be
held at the same venue from 29th July – 6th August.

The Bowls England competitions have separate regional finals days,
before players qualify for the same National Finals.

We have a number of players involved in these competitions, who raise the
profile of the club around the County and in the various media outlets.

It is the ambition of most competitive bowlers to appear at the National
Finals at the “Wembley of bowls” Leamington.

It is also clear that a club, whose members enter and reach the latter
stages of these competitions, attracts experienced bowlers looking for a
new club in the area.

Our club entries were as follows:

Mens C of C. Mark Reeve.

Mens Singles. Mark Reeve.

Mens Pairs. Mark Reeve, Colin Day.

Mens Senior Singles. Mark Reeve, Rod Ellis.

Mens 2 Wood Singles. Mark Reeve, Rod Ellis.

Mens Fours. R. Ellis, M. Reeve, Kevin Cottrell, C. Day.

Mens Senior Fours. Tony Day, Alec Carmichael, M. Reeve, C. Day.

Mens Senior Fours. K. Cottrell, R. Ellis, Stan Hedger, Tony Foxwell.

Ladies C of C. Lynn Williams, Imogen Cracknell.

Ladies Singles. L. Williams, I. Cracknell.

Ladies Senior Singles. L. Williams.

Ladies Senior Pairs. L. Williams, E. Amery (Williton)

Ladies Pairs. L. Williams, I. Cracknell.

Ladies Pairs. Stacey Nalbandian, Julie Carmichael.

Ladies Triples. Jackie Hedger, J. Carmichael, S. Nalbandian.

Ladies Triples. Julia Lean, L. Williams, I. Cracknell.

Ladies Fours. H. Day, J. Carmichael, J. Hedger, S. Nalbandian.

Mixed Pairs. L. Williams, M. Reeve.

Mixed Pairs. I. Cracknell, J. Angrove (St.Andrews).

Mixed Fours. J. Lean, L. Williams, M. Reeve, C. Day.

Open Championship. M. Reeve.

At present the following are still involved in the competitions.

Mens Two Wood. M.Reeve.Countysemi final atPortishead16th July.

Ladies Pairs. L. Williams, I. Cracknell. Semi Final. Portishead.

Ladies Senior Pairs. L. Williams, E. Amery. Area Final.

Ladies Triples. J. Lean, L. Williams, I. Cracknell. Quarter Final.

Ladies Triples. J. Hedger, J.Carmichael, SNalbandian. Round 5.

Mixed Pairs. L. Williams, M.Reeve. Round 4.

Mixed Fours . J. Lean, L.Williams,M.Reeve,C.Day.SemiFinals.

We wish these players every success in their forthcoming matches and
hope they continue to make progress in the competitions.

Andy Williams.
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Indoor Competitions Winter 2021 - 2022
Spiller & Webber Cup
Ladies Club Singles Winner Eileen Phippen

Runner-Up Christine Willcocks
Spiller & Webber Cup
Men’s Club Singles Winner Stan Hedger

Runner-Up Tony Parsons
Harry Ball Scroll
Ladies Clyno Singles Winner Imogen Cracknell

Runner-Up Stacey Nalbandian
Harry Ball Scroll
Men’s Clyno Singles Winner Kevin Cottrell

Runner-Up Stan Hedger
Sue and Mike Evans Cup
Open 2-Wood Singles Winner Nick Best

Runner-Up Imogen Cracknell
Caswell Cup
Men’s Non-Winners Singles Winner Simon McBride

Runner-Up John Troke
Jean Quick Salver
Ladies Drawn Pairs Winners Imogen Cracknell

Anita Wilson
Runners-Up Lynn Williams
Myra Duncan

CG Trophy
Men’s Drawn Pairs Winners Mark Reeve

John Bament
Runners-Up Andy Williams
John Solle

John Woolley Memorial Trophy
Mixed Drawn Pairs Winners Trevor Keates

Christine Willcocks
Runners-Up Simon McBride
Anita Wilson

Open New Bowler Singles Winner Myra Duncan
Runner-Up Gerry Mangeolles
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Open Senior Singles Winner Nick Tucker
Runner-up Alan Stone

Pat Blissitt Memorial Trophy
Open Drawn Australian Pairs Winners Tony Foxwell

Andy Williams
Runners-Up Tony Parsons
Stacey Nalbandian

Open Senior Drawn Pairs Winners Eileen Phippen
Colin Day
Runners-Up Peter Goodland
Alan Stone

New Bowlers Pairs Winners Tony Donaldson
Heather Ambrose
Runners-Up Robert Duncan
Myra Duncan

Indoor Leagues Winter 2021 – 2022
Jean & John Quick Cup
Monday Morning
Open Australian Pairs Winner Dennis Clarke

Runner-Up Adrian Davis
Margo Jones Cup
Monday Afternoon
Open Australian Pairs Winner Keith Williams

Runner-Up John Berry
Dennis Barnes Shield
Tuesday Open Triples Winner Nick Tucker

Runner-Up Mike Beale
Huntsman Cup
Tuesday Men’s Fours Winner Bob Standing Silver

Runner-Up John Bament
Hartknoll Rosebowl
Wednesday
Open Australian Pairs Winner Trevor Caulfield

Runner-Up Tony Foxwell

Indalo Trophy
Thursday Open Triples Handicap Winner Roy Varndell

Runner-Up Jane Evans
Nilfisk Cup
Thursday Open Triples Winner Trevor Caulfield

Runner-Up Carol Day
Dennis Barnes Shield
Friday Yardstick Open Triples Winner John Bament

Runner-Up Mike Westlake
Dave Thomas Cup
Friday Men’s Triples Winner Dennis Clarke

Runner-Up Keith Williams
Umbrella
Duck (Maureen Maddocks) Winner Kevin Burt

Duck (Tony Day) Runner-Up Alan Stone

Juniors Winter 2021 -2022
Junior Player of the Year
Girl To be announced
Boy To be announced

Taunton Deane Achievements Winter 2021/2022
Sue Taylor - Played for England in the Para Indoor Home Nations
Cup against Scotland and Wales which England won. Sue received her
England Cap at the same time
Dave Wood & Phil Dutton - Won the Visually Impaired National Indoor
Triples Championship with A Phillips winning all 7 of their matches
Imogen Cracknell - Won Ladies Under 25 County Singles Runner Up in
Ladies County Singles Member of the Winning National Somerset
Under 31 Ladies Amy Rose team

Mark Reeve
Andy Williams Runners up in the County Senior
Colin Day Fours Competition
Tony Foxwell

Club
Presentations
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Indoor Competitions Summer 2021
Ted Cunneber Cup
Men’s Club Singles Winner David Horton

Runner-Up Keith Williams
The Pear Cup
Open Clyno Singles Winner David Horton

Runner-Up Rod Ellis
Notaro Claret Jug
Open Non-Winners Singles Winner Heather Ambrose

Runner-Up Peter Goodland
E&G Cunneber Cup
Open Drawn Pairs Winners Helen Horton

Mark Reeve
Runners-up Sadie Lloyd
Rod Ellis

Outdoor Competitions Summer 2021
Ladies 3 Wood Drawn Pairs Winners Joan Jenkins

Lynn Williams
Runners-up Chenda Harris
Julie Carmichael

Foster Cup
Ladies Clyno Winner Imogen Cracknell

Runner-Up Joan Jenkins

Lane Cup
Ladies Singles C of C Winner Lynn Williams

Runner-Up Chenda Harris

EM Pairs Trophy (2)
Men's 3 wood Drawn Pairs Winners Stan Hedger

Alec Carmichael
Runners-Up Tony Wiscombe
Andy Williams

Walter Wake Cup
Men's Clyno Singles Winner Alec Carmichael

Runner-up Rod Ellis

Generation Pairs Winners Isaac Greenhoff
Helen Acreman
Runners Up Lucas Beale
Julia Lean

Outdoor Umbrella Winner Bryan Cridland
Runner Up Alan Stone

Inglis Cup
Men's Singles Cof C Winner Mark Reeve

Runner-up Stan Hedger
Mixed Pairs Cup
Mixed 3 wood Drawn Pairs Winners Tony Wiscombe

Imogen Cracknell
Runners-up Peter Goodland
Chenda Harris

Warrington Shield
Open 2 wood Singles Winner Imogen Cracknel

Runner-up Stan Hedger

Caswell Cup
Open Non-Winners 21 shots Winner Rod Ellis

Runner-up Alec Carmichael

Indoor Competitions Winter 2019-20
Vince Collins Trophy
Men's Singles C of C Winner Hugh Rodger

Runner-up Bryan Southward

Club
Presentations
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Wonderful Surroundings
Sat in the sun with an ice cold drink
watching bowls in these colourful,
bright surroundings.
What’s not to enjoy?
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Music was my First
Love… continued

Back in the summer of ‘74 my brother Paul and I set off on a trip around
Europe. I’d celebrated the end of my A Levels and we had made plans to
hitchhike through Italy, France and Spain. We started with 3 days in Rome
staying in a cheap backpackers. After doing all the tourist sites we walked
to a road going north in the hope of getting a lift to Florence. 5 hours we
waited in extremely hot conditions before giving up that plan. Plan B and
we were in the railway station where we found a small crowd gathered
around a television set and low and behold we were watching the World
Cup Final between the Netherlands and West Germany. The bipartisan
supporters enjoyed a thrilling match, which sadly for me was not the result
I liked with Germany winning 2-1.

After finding language problems resulted in ending up in Torino instead of
Florence we cut short our Italian adventure and headed to Nice on the
French coastline where we camped for a few days. Then on to Barcelona
and a ferry trip to Tenerife. Here we stayed with a family of friends and
rested up for nearly two weeks. Longer than we intended only because we
were loving the beaches and the night life.
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So it was on a night out at a disco that I was introduced to the ‘Faith
Healer’. There were only a hand full of punters and I’d found myself
dancing alone. The songs intro is a long throbbing bass line that with the
strobe light effects made for a jungle type atmosphere. I was hypnotised
by the pulsating composition and what a beat, it went on for 7min and 21
secs, a long track by music standards. The lyrics were entrancing. “Let me
put my hands on you” repeating over and over. I went to the DJ and asked
after the artist. Alex Harvey. The full band name being ‘The Sensational
Alex Harvey Band’. More of a rock band, not what you’d call disco! If you
don’t know them you might still remember their raucous version of ‘Delilah’
which charted.

I bought the album and it became one of my most played and cherished
LP’s. The state of the cover says it all. WARNING if you do think about
listening to certain tracks the language and story lines are quite expletive
and ‘blue’. Songs about being in a queue for the army doctor because of
catching a certain disease leave little to the imagination. That track is
‘Next’. Just the title of another song is too rude to mention. Having given
you a taste of what to expect in the explicit song lyrics I’d suggest
checking out the history of Alex and his band who hailed from the tough
streets of Glasgow. Alex was only 47 when he sadly died in 1982 of heart
failure.

Mark Reeve

Zal Cleminson from the Sensational Alex Harvey Band, from the
Uptown Theatre October 31st, 1975.

Click the link below to view The Sensational Alex Harvey Band -
https://youtu.be/4PMCgDTXwu4
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Jim Unger
Jim Unger was a British-born
Canadian cartoonist, best known for
his syndicated comic strip Herman
which ran for 18 years in 600
newspapers in 25 countries
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Of all post-war decades, the 1970s has undoubtedly had the worst press,
but the truth is that most ordinary families in 1970s Britain were better off
than ever.

The 1950s are symbolised by the television and the washing machine,
which transformed the lives of so many families. We misremember the
1960s as the decade of the Mini, which was actually invented in 1959, the
mini-skirt, which surprisingly few women actually wore, and the Pill, which
most women never took. We remember the 1980s as the decade of
gigantic hair, shoulder-pads, the Filofax and the home computer. But in the
popular imagination the 1970s are the poor relations, to be lampooned and
despised, the era of Edward Heath, the decade of the donkey jacket, the
age of the Austin Allegro. When they flash up on our screens, we see lurid
wallpaper, silly hairstyles and burly men warming their hands around
braziers. Who would ever want to commemorate all that?

In many ways this habit of giving decades different historical personalities
is a bit of a gimmick, a quirk of the calendar, that distorts the way we
remember the recent past. Look at any photograph from the mid 1970s,
and you can often see people wearing clothes that would have been at the
cutting edge of fashion in 1958. Footage of picket-line confrontations often
shows strikers wearing suits and ties, as though dressing for a family
wedding. The teenagers dancing on Top of the Pops are usually wearing
yesterday's fashions, topped off with a pair of National Health glasses.
Even the burly policemen standing protectively around Margaret Thatcher
as she walked into Downing Street in May 1979, with their luxuriant
moustaches and thick sideburns, looked as though they had been
transported 10 years forward in time.

But like so many stereotypes, the cliches of the grim 1970s have more
than a grain of truth. These were desperately difficult years for Britain, both
politically and economically. In many ways they marked a reckoning for a
country that had been too complacent for too long, basking in the
sunshine of post-war affluence, and indifferent to the fact that our foreign
competitors had not only caught up with us, they were leaving us behind.

News Editor - Steve Browning

stevebrowning@btinternet.com

07776104899

Editorial

Strikes, inflation, slump... back to the 70s?
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In 1970, the self-made builder's son Edward Heath came to power
promising a "quiet revolution" that would turn around the fortunes of Great
Britain PLC. Sailor Ted, however, soon ran aground, his ship scuppered by
the lethal combination of an energy crisis, a financial crash and a second
miners' strike in two years. And though Labour's Harold Wilson got the
country back to work, it came at the price of inflation at almost 30% and a
humiliating bailout from the IMF. Perhaps fittingly, the decade ended with
another prime minister being humiliated by the unions in the Winter of
Discontent, though this time the victim was the veteran Labour bruiser Jim
Callaghan. Perhaps never before had the political establishment seemed
so impotent and irrelevant, little wonder, then, that for the first time in
years, emigrants actually outnumbered immigrants.

Even Callaghan himself seemed to have little faith in his native land. "Our
place in the world is shrinking: our economic comparisons grow worse,
long-term political influence depends on economic strength, and that is
running out," he told his colleagues in November 1974. "If I were a young
man, I should emigrate." And yet the strange thing about the 1970s is that
although many people vividly remember the power cuts, strikes and
shocking headlines, they often have surprisingly affectionate personal
memories of the decade that taste forgot.

The fact that so many children had space hoppers, ludicrous as it may
seem, is testament to the fact that even working class families now had a
solid disposable income and could afford toys for their younger members.
Even Star Wars, which first went on general release in Britain in early 1978,
would never have become such a phenomenon had not so many children
had the pocket money for all those Palitoy figures. The truth is that behind
all those terrible economic and political headlines, most ordinary families in
1970s Britain were better off than ever. While people shook their heads
sorrowfully over the breakfast table, digesting the news of some new IRA
bombing or absurdly petty British Leyland strike, their surroundings often
told a rather more optimistic story. The lurid furnishings of their new
suburban homes, the swanky hostess trolley in the kitchen, the bottles of
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Blue Nun and Black Tower cooling in the fridge, the brand new colour
television in the lounge, the turmeric coloured Rover SD1 in the drive, even
their teenage children's painfully tight flared trousers, all of those things,
which are so easy to satirise today, reflected the realities of a brave new
world, forged in the crucible of mass abundance. And although we often
think of the 1970s as the end of something, the tired, miserable hangover
after the long party of the Swinging Sixties, it makes much more sense to
see them as the beginning of a new chapter in the story of modern Britain.

For most ordinary people, after all, the 1970s brought new experiences
that their parents and grandparents could barely have imagined. The most
obvious example is the package holiday abroad, which 30 years earlier
would have seemed like something from science fiction. In 1971, British
tourists took some four million holidays abroad, which then seemed an
awful lot. But by 1973 that figure had jumped to nine million and by 1981 it
was more than 13 million. For even relatively poor, working-class families,
holidays no longer meant Blackpool and Bognor but Malta and Majorca.
And "abroad", once regarded with such suspicion, now meant two weeks
of sun, sea, sand and sangria. The boom in foreign holidays was only one
example of a nation broadening its horizons. Yes, the TV schedules were
still full of casual sexism and astonishing racism, while teenage boys who
wore make-up in emulation of Marc Bolan and David Bowie often risked a
vigorous kicking. David Bowie re-emerged in 1972 as the flamboyant and
androgynous Ziggy Stardust

But from professional working women to long-haired footballers, from
pornography in the corner shop to computers in the office, the cultural
texture of British life probably changed more quickly between 1970 and
1980 than during any other post-war decade. As late as 1971, women
were banned from going into Wimpy Bars on their own, after midnight, on
the grounds that the only women out on their own at that hour must be
prostitutes. Yet only eight years after that rule was lifted, Margaret
Thatcher was walking into Downing Street as Britain's first woman Prime
Minister. There could hardly be a better symbol of change.

Of course Mrs Thatcher's election victory is often seen as the decisive
watershed in our recent history, the moment when everything was radically
transformed, for good or ill. But Mrs Thatcher won in 1979 not just
because she offered something different, but because she understood
how much Britain had changed already. As a working woman distrusted by
the traditionalists, she was a fitting representative of the changes that had
remade Britain in the previous 10 years. She appealed to a new spirit of
self-interested materialism, the same spirit that the Yorkshire miners'
leader, Arthur Scargill, of all people, had captured as early as 1970, when
he told an interviewer: "You only get as much as you are prepared to go
out and take." And she appealed to a new ethic of populist individualism,
the same ethos of permanent self-reinvention that David Bowie had
captured, when as the androgynous Ziggy Stardust, he told Britain's
teenagers that "one isn't totally what one has been conditioned to think
one is".

Thatcher, Scargill and Bowie. You could hardly imagine three stranger
bedfellows - the grocer's daughter from Grantham, the Marxist miner from
Barnsley, the gender bending rock star from Bromley. But in their different
ways, they captured the complicated, contrary spirit of a decade that was
richer, more interesting and a lot more important than most of us realise.

A Clockwork Orange - Release date 3 January 1972


